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We began our Incredible Journeys topic with a fabulous Stunning Start day.
With Mrs Haxby, we went on an incredible journey through music and we 
created our own Graphic Scores.







With Miss Hunt, we found out about the incredible journeys that animals go 
on when they migrate. We found out so many amazing things about different 
animals and their migration journeys! We made the animals and created a 
beautiful display with them.





Mr Lloyd showed us an amazing journey that school children in Nepal go on 
every day. It certainly made our journeys to school look easy!



This inspired our recount 
writing in English. Look 
at Rory’s amazing 
writing!



And Allegra’s super recount.



In English, we used Aaron Becker’s stories ‘Quest’ and ‘Journey’ to inspire our 
own quest stories. We worked hard on planning, writing, editing and 
publishing these. Look at our fantastic story books we made!





We have been learning about sound in our science lessons! We experimented with 
instruments what different pitch and dynamics we could make. We learned that 
sound is caused by vibrations. (Check out Lily’s brilliant home learning project - she made an 
instrument out of recycled materials!)



We sorted our instruments into different 
groups using classification diagrams.



We set up our own sound investigation to prove our hypothesis to the question, 
“What happens to sound when we get further away from it?”



We also had Mrs Allsop visit us from Fulford School to do some exciting 
Science investigations with us. We made our own moon craters and measured 
the different sized craters that different ‘meteors’ made.





In our Electricity topic, we have been learning about how to make a circuit 
and understand how each component works. 



In Year 4, we have been learning all about fractions and decimals in maths.





In Year 3, we have been learning about money and shape.





During 
Topic, we 
have 
been 
brushing 
up on our 
map 
skills.



We created our own treasure maps, using 
map symbols, then wrote our own directions 
to lead to the treasure.



During PE lessons, we have 
been focusing on 
orienteering with Mr Sellers 
and athletics with Mrs 
Waind.

We were also incredibly 
lucky to have Dave from 
Box2BFit in for the day, we 
had lots of fun!



During Spanish lessons, we have been 
doing some work on the story El 
Gigante Hambriente (The Hungry 
Giant).  We used Wordwall on our 
chromebooks to practise lots of fruit 
and vegetable vocabulary.

The giant in the story wasn’t very polite but 
we have learnt how to ask for things politely 
using please and thank you.  This could be 
useful for anyone going on holiday in Spain 
this summer!

We used this newly acquired language 
and adapted it to enable us to ask 
for ice creams in a real live Spanish 
Heladeria (ice cream parlour)!



During RE lessons, we have explored why in some religions, 
people view life as a journey. We thought about our own life 
journeys and what we would like to achieve. We also learnt 
about the Muslim pilgrimage to Hajj.



During RHE lessons, we have been 
learning about coping with change. We 
have explored different strategies that 
can help us through changes that may 
be difficult.



We went on an exciting trip to Yorkshire Sculpture Park! We had so 
much fun exploring and admiring the art work there.





As a phase, we led a collective worship in church based on 
the value of justice. We retold the bible story of Jonah and 
the Whale and performed the story Four Feet, Two Sandals.



We have worked collaboratively as a whole school on our new outdoor 
reflection space. We helped a local artist create butterflies and decorate the 
space with them. It looks beautiful! 





And lots more….


